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The Double Bind
By PEG O’CONNOR

This is last of five posts this week on women in philosophy.

My heart simultaneously soars and sinks when a female undergraduate tells me that she is
considering pursuing a Ph.D. in philosophy. First, I think, “You will be a great philosopher
and make some important contributions to philosophy and someday I will get to be your
colleague. Go for it!” My thoughts careening on a parallel track are, “Graduate school in
philosophy can be treacherous and lecherous. And then if you make it through, the job
market is its own special nightmare. Run away!” In that moment I feel trapped in the classic
double bind of damned if I do and damned if I don’t, which many feminists would identify as
the hallmark of structural sexism. I resent that trap. Bitterly.

But when I am honest with myself, I realize that I inhabit that double bind not just in those
conversations but rather during most of the time I devote to my female philosophy
students. Have I been tougher on them than other students because I know they will need
to be tougher in graduate school? Have I encouraged them to pursue certain areas in
philosophy over others because they are safer in the sense of being less threatening and
more mainstream? Do I not push them hard enough to shoot for the most excellent schools
because I can look at admission data, graduation rates, placement records, and recall
anecdotes from colleagues and judge whether a program is or is not  “female friendly?”

And late at night, do I find myself thinking that I am preparing my students to accept their
own double bind involving what some might call the best case scenario. What if they have
multiple acceptances and have to choose between a more highly ranked but less friendly
program and one that is more open and friendly but perhaps not as highly regarded?

There are several things to note about double binds. The first is that double binds constrict
options for certain individuals and function as barriers. They keep people out, keep them
confined to their “proper place,” and keep them acting in ways that are “acceptable” yet still
troubling. The most important thing about a double bind is that the people caught in it are
not the ones who can fix it.

Women can only do so much. We can teach and mentor well, open doors when we have
some institutional power, advocate for change in admission and harassment policies, for
example. But nothing will really change unless and until more of our male colleagues begin
to use their male privilege in very different ways. The burden clearly rests with them, and I
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hope that they assume the responsibility.

Read all of this week’s posts on women in philosophy here.

Peg O’Connor teaches at Gustavus Adolphus College in St Peter, Minn. She is the author of
two books on Wittgenstein and ethics and writes a blog at Psychology Today about
philosophy and addiction, “Philosophy Stirred, Not Shaken.”
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